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     INSTALLATION  INSTRUCTIONS

VERY IMPORTANT !  Read and understand all directions and check the following parts list before starting
installation. Installation time is approximately 2 1/2 hours.

PARTS LIST
1        Speed Grille 1    Instruction Sheet 10          Attaching Clips # 71098

1    Street Scene Decal 1       Got Street Scene Decal

TOOL LIST
                     Screwdriver, Miss. Sockets

NOTE:
        To install the Speed Grille it will be necessary to remove the facial cover from the vehicle.

   1.   Open hood.

   2.   Remove head lite capsules by lifting up the metal retainers. Remove bulb sockets and remove head 
         lamps. Set in a safe location.

   3.   Raise the front of vehicle to gain access to the lower side.

   4.   Remove the right and left deflector panels below the facial cover at the right and left sides in front of the 
         wheel  wells.

   5.   Reach up with a long extension and socket and remove the three attaching fasteners, attaching the 
         facial cover to the front fenders on both sides of vehicle.

   6.   Remove the push-in fasteners at the top and bottom of the facial cover. To do this pull up on the center
         pin to release the fastener and then pull the outside of the fastener up and out. NOTE: Do not mix up
         the upper and lower fasteners.

   7.   With the aid of an assistant remove the front facial from the vehicle. Be carefull not to scratch it.

   8.   Set on a protected bench or table ( Blanket Or Soft Covering On Bench ).

   9.   Remove the factory plastic grille from the facial cover. For a " Clean " look we highly recommend
         painting the inner area flat or satin black, before installing the Speed Grille.

 10.   Install the Speed Grille into the opening and insert the tab at the center through the hole. It may be
         necessary to enlarge the hole slighly, Clip at the center bottom through the hole and at the center 
         top. Install 2 clips at the right and left lower ends. ( space appart as far as possible ). Install a clip at
         right and left upper top ends and one centered between. Install the clips with the flat side away from
         grille.

 11.   Install front facial in the reverse order of removal.
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